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ABSTRACT
A modified simplified rate equation (RE) model of flowing chemical oxygen-iodine laser (COIL), which is adapted

to both the condition ofhomogeneous broadening and inhomogeneous broadening being ofimportance and the condition

of inhomogeneous broadening being predominant, is presented for performance analyses of a COIL. By using the Voigt

profile function and the gain-equal-loss approximation, a gain expression has been deduced from the rate equations of

upper and lower level laser species. This gain expression is adapted to the conditions ofvery low gas pressure up to quite

high pressure and can deal with the condition of lasing frequency being not equal to the central one of spectral profile.

The expressions of output power and extraction efficiency in a flowing COIL can be obtained by solving the coupling

equations of the deduced gain expression and the energy equation which expresses the complete transformation of the

energy stored in singlet delta state oxygen into laser energy. By using these expressions, the RotoCOIL experiment is

simulated, and obtained results agree well with experiment data. Effects of various adjustable parameters on the

performances of COIL are also presented.

Keywords: chemical oxygen-iodine laser (COIL), homogeneous broadening, inhomogeneous broadening, rate

equation (RE) model, Voigt profile function, performance analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION
Performance analyses for predicting the output power and the extraction efficiency of a chemical oxygen-iodine laser

( COIL) are of importance. A low pressure limit model was used to calculate the output power and the extraction

efficiency ofa COIL under the condition oflow pressure, i.e. inhomogeneous broadening being predominant, to simplify

the treatment of problems.1'2 However, this approximation cannot predict the spectrum profile and cannot be utilized

correctly in the cases of both homogeneous broadening and inhomogeneous broadening being of importance and

non-zero frequency-shift. Generally, the gas pressure in a laser cavity of flowing COIL is 1 -1 0 ton.3 In this range, there

are conditions of inhomogeneous broadening being predominant and both homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening

being of importance. Furthermore, the lasing frequency can vary in some cases, thereby non-zero frequency-shift will be

produced.

By considering the above-described problems, a modified rate equation (RE) model that is adapted to both the condition

of homogeneous broadening and inhomogeneous broadening being of importance and the condition of inhomogeneous

broadening being predominant is presented in this paper. By using this model, effects of temperature, pressure, iodine
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density and frequency-shift on the output power and the extraction efficiency of a COIL are presented as well.

2. FUNDAMENTAL EXPRESSIONS IN COIL

Similar to doing in Refs. 1,2, it is assumed that the primary flow containing excited state oxygen and the secondary flow

containing iodine are premixed well before entering the laser cavity and the temperature and pressure are constant

everywhere in the cavity. The dissociation of iodine has occurred upstream of the laser cavity and deactivation in the

cavity during the lasing process is negligible. It means that

nl+n2=n, (1)

where n1 and n2 are the population of the excited state I(2P3/2) and the ground state I(2P]/2) (or the upper and lower

laser level) of the atomic iodine, respectively, n is the total particle number of the atomic iodine entering the laser

cavity. The concentration of 02 C) is assumed to be negligible. Because the flow velocity is quite high and the cavity

length is relatively short, the flow transit time in the cavity is much shorter than the characteristic time for quenching of

the excited molecular oxygen 02 (1 thus the effect of quenching is assumed to be negligible. Based on the above

assumptions, the primary reaction in the cavity can be simplified as:

02(>02(H, (2)

where k1 and kr are the forward and reverse rate constant, respectively, k1 2.3x 1 O_8 , T , the

. . . 1 7 /1 401.4/T . *
temperature-dependent equilibrium constant Keq Kj I Kr O.75e , T is the flow temperature, and I and I

denote the upper and lower laser level of atomic iodine, respectively.

The gain expression is4'5

gt"aço(v,v0)(n2 — au1) (3)

where g is the gain, a is a constant related to level degeneracy, for the COIL a 1/2, a is the pressure-dependent

stimulated emission cross section in cm2, V and V0 are the laser radiation frequency and the central frequency of the

line profile, respectively, ço is the Voigt profile function4'5

00 e(v,v0 (4)

where 77 is the broadening parameter, 17
= A VN/L\ VD , is the frequency-shift parameter,

= 2Jii (v —v0)/AVD, and A VN and A VD are the whole widths at half height for the line profile of the

Lorentz broadening and the Doppler broadening, respectively.

From Eqs. (l)-(3), it can be deduced that

n1Lf n — g / aço)/(1La) and n2L1' an + g/ aço)/(1t.xa). (5)
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Furthermore, the rate equations denoting the population variations of the upper and lower laser levels are

U tfl2 /3x = rn1
—kn2 —

crço(v, v0 )(n2 — an) I/(hv) i
U afl1 /x = —rn1 + kn2 + a(v, v0)(n2 —an) I/(h v) (6)

where k and r are the collision deactivation rate and the pumping rate of the upper laser level, respectively, u is the

flow velocity in the streamwise direction. I is the optical intensity, h v is the energy of a COIL photon. In addition,

rL"kfnA and k =krflE,

where and n are population of 02 (1 ) and 02 (3 ) respectively.

From Eqs. (3), (5) and (6), it can be deduced that

ôg aço(v,v0)IU —+ [(r + k) + (1 + a) ]g = (r
—

ak)aço(v,v0)n . (7)
ax hv

For the Fabry-Perot resonator, with the assumption that the gain is equal to the loss in the laser cavity and the distributed

loss and aperture loss are independent upon the distance x in the streamwise direction (so-called constant gain

approximation),4'5 it can be deduced that

g=gh, dg/dx=O. (8)

In the case of laser radiation frequency coinciding with the central frequency of the line profile i.e. the frequency-shift

parameter = 0 , it can be deduced from Eqs. (7) and (8) that

I— erfciexp(i2)
g=Kanivzc• I , (9)

1 + I/I17j7lerfC17eXp(17)

where K =(kn —akrnE )/(kfflAtthr1) is a parameter which is introduced for writing convenience,

Kcrn174J = g0 is the small-signal gain; the saturated optical intensity I =2hVkr [02] [(Ke — 1)Y +1] /(3cr)

(where Y is the yield of the molecular oxygen in the singlet delta state 02(1 A) and is defined as a fraction of total

oxygen population, = 1[0] [02 JA + n is the total population of the molecular oxygen).

When q >> 1, i.e. the homogeneous broadening being predominant (high pressure limit), expanding the error function

in Eq. (9) gives approximately

g=Kcrn/(1+1115). (10)

When i <<1, i.e. the inhomogeneous broadening being predominant (low pressure limit), Eq. (9) gives approximately
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g =[(Kan)/(1+III (11)

3. CALCULATION OF OUTPUT POWER AND EXTRACTION EFFICIENCY

The output power P can be expressed as"2

''av'7ext' (12)

17ext 1lextm ' 7lextr ' (13)

where av the maximum available power; l7exfr 5 the extraction efficiency of the resonator, which is dependent

upon the type of optical resonator, the mirror absorbability and reflectivity and is approximately independent upon the

kind and the flow rate of the gas medium and which is a known parameter; 1extm is the medium extraction efficiency

for extracting power from the gain medium, which describes the availability of the laser medium; ljext is the extraction

efficiency or efficiency of the whole system including the optical resonator and gain medium. For a COIL,"2 it can be

deduced that

;1 =hv[Y, h]QNA, (14)

Y—Y
lextm

e
(15)

where Y0 and )'T, denote yield at the entrance and the exit of the laser cavity, respectively; Yh (= l/(2keq + 1)) is

the threshold yield; Q is the molar flow rate of oxygen (mol/sec); NA is the Avogadro number. In the following, the

medium extraction efficiency is deduced from the expression of gain.

As noted above, it is assumed that quenching ofthe excited iodine in the cavity is negligible and the molecular iodine has

been dissociated completely before entering the laser cavity, so total energy stored in the singlet delta oxygen can be
transformed into the laser energy completely"2

dnA gIu—=———. (16)
dx hv

For a Fabry-Perot resonator and based on the constant-gain approximation,4'5 g is a constant in the streamwise direction

x. The actual operation pressure in a COIL is quite low and under this condition the expression of gain is relatively

simple.

In the case of inhomogeneous broadening, it is deduced from the Eqs. (11) and (16) by using the boundary condition at

the cavity entrance Y 1x0 = F'0
that

'TY0 -.exp(-px)]+, (17)
p p

where p and q are two parameters introduced for writing convenience and

2kr 17JOfl
I— [ (2K+1)—(K—1)g],

3iigcyu 2
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2kr iiJ;:cjnq= — ( +g).
317V2rcTu 2

When expression of the Doppler stimulated excitation cross section3 aD ( ) is introduced into the Eq. (17), the

obtained distribution of yield Y is completely the same as that in Ref. 1.

In the cases of both homogeneous broadening and inhomogeneous broadening being of importance and/or the non-zero

frequency-shift, two approximation expressions of the homogeneous broadening and the inhomogeneous broadening are

not adapted and a set of equations composed by Eqs. (7) and (16) and the entrance boundary condition Y x0= must
be solved numerically to obtain the distribution of yield Y and further the extraction efficiency and output power of the

laser device.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In the following, a part of results obtained from present modified RE model are compared with the experimental
observations in the RotoCOIL.6'7 The expression ofthe resonator extraction efficiency is taken from Refs. 2,6

'7extr (1
— R0 — S0 )/[(1 — R0 — S0 )(1 + 8) + S0 + (R0 I ) ' ' 2 (1 _

where R0 (variable) is the reflectivity of the outcoupling mirror, (= 0.995) is the reflectivity of the highly

reflective mirror, S011 = 0.004 is the scattering coefficient of the outcoupling mirror, and 8 = 0.1 3 is the

diffraction loss fraction. The threshold gain is dependent upon R0 and na,, 15 expressed by the Eq. (14). The flow
conditions within the laser cavity are deduced from analysis and calculation of the RotoCOIL experiment:6'7 the flow

temperature T is 167K, the entrance pressure P is approximately 4 ton, the small signal gain g0 —0.0068 cm1, the cavity

yield Y0 = 0.42, the molar flow rate of oxygen Q= 1 .395 mollsec, the dilution ratio is approximately He.02 = 4: 1 ,the

flow ratio ofI2 and 02 5 I/O7= 0.0158, flow velocity u = 84100 cm/s.8 In the simulation computation ofthe experiment,

the broadening parameter i =0.08 is taken in this paper. The calculation herein is based on the RotoCOIL experiment,

that is, chosen parameters and their related variables are determined on the base of experimental data and other

parameters are directly taken as the experimental data.

Fig. 1 shows a comparison of the result by using present modified model with the RotoCOIL experimental data and

results of Ref. 1. It is shown that the agreement is quite well. It is also shown that the present result agrees well with the

theoretical result of Ref. 1 . Strictly speaking, the model of Ref. 1 is only adapted to the case oflower pressure. However,

the Voigt profile is used in present paper thereby the pressure can be extended to a broader range and the present

modified model can be used to deal with the problem of both homogeneous broadening and inhomogeneous broadening

being of importance.

Fig. 2 shows a comparison of the extraction efficiency of present model for different broadening parameter 17 with

result of Ref. 1, here constant flow rates of the lasing medium and the energy-stored medium are assumed. The result of

Ref. 1 corresponds to the case when 17=0. The difference of present model result with that of Ref. 1 is quite small when

17 is small; as 17 gets larger, the difference of the two models becomes larger gradually. As 17 increases, the threshold

gain at zero power crossing point (denoted by gtho, there exist laser oscillation and output power when g<go) decreases.
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Thus, when 17 � 0.1 (correspondingly, pressure p 4 ton), it is necessary to consider effects of the homogeneous

broadening and the inhomogeneous broadening simultaneously.

>%
C.)
C
C.)

Fig.1. Comparison of theoretical powers with RotoCOIL

experimental data.

Fig.2. Comparison of efficiencies of Ref. 1 and present

paper for different broadening parameter 17.

Fig. 3 shows variations of the output powers with thfor different flow ratio 12/02(here the oxygen flux is constant and

only the iodine flux varies, the small-signal gain govaries in proportion to the variation of '2 flux). The output power
increases with the increment of iodine flux. Therefore, to increase the atomic iodine concentration is favorable for

increasing of the output power.

w
00.

Fig.3. Variation of power with th fordifferent 12/02 values.

Fig.4. Variation of power with th for different

frequency-shift parameter c5.

As noted above, the lasing frequency does not always coincide with the central frequency of the spectroscopic line

profile and it is possible that a certain frequency-shift exists. Fig. 4 shows variations of the output power with th for

different frequency-shift parameter . It is shown that the output power decreases as the frequency-shift increases.

When the frequency-shift parameter reaches 1, the output power decreases rapidly as the threshold gain increases.

g (cm1) 9th

th (cm')
9th (cm')
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Fig.5. Variations ofthe optimum power (a), gopt and thO (b) with frequency-shift parameter .

Fig. 5 shows variations of the optimum output power (the output power at the optimum threshold gain), the optimum

threshold gain gopt and the threshold gain at zero power crossing point thOwith the frequency-shift parameter . As the

frequency-shift increases, the optimum threshold gain gopt decreases slightly and the threshold gain at zero power

crossing point gtho decreases gradually. When the frequency-shift parameter is 1 , gtho is about one half of that when

is 0. When varies from 0 to 1 , the optimum output power decreases more than ten percents.

U
C
w
U

w

(b)
Fig.6. Variations ofpower (a) and efficiency (b) with th for different temperature T.

Fig. 6 shows variations of the output power and the extraction efficiency with the threshold gain th for different

temperature T. Since a decrease of temperature is favorable to excite the atomic iodine from the lower energy level to the

excited state, the small-signal gain increases. Furthermore, a decrease of temperature results in an increase of the

maximum available power . Under the condition of a constant flow rate of molecular oxygen in the excited state, the

extraction efficiency increases with a decrease of temperature. Therefore, the lower the temperature is, the higher the

output power and extraction efficiency are. In addition, it is also shown that as temperature decreases, the threshold gain

at zero power crossing point gtho increases and the range of threshold gain having higher output power is enlarged, too.

Thereby a decrease of temperature by means of increasing the expansion Mach number is an important provision for

improving the laser device performances.

(cm1)

(a)
g, (cm1)
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Fig.7. Variations of efficiency (a) and power (b) with th for different 02('zl) yield at the cavity entrance Y.
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(d)
Fig.8 Variation of output power (a), 02('/i) yield (b), optical intensity I (c) and saturation optical intensity I (d)

with distance downstream for different gth•

Fig. 7 shows variations of the extraction efficiency and the output power with th for different yield values of the excited

molecular oxygen Y0 . It is shown that as the yield of 02(zl) increases, the threshold gain at zero power crossing point

gtho increases slightly, the ranges of threshold gain existing output power and having a higher output power are enlarged.

The extraction efficiency and output power corresponding to the yield of 02(zl) increase apparently, and the output

power increases more obviously. For example, when the yield of 02('zi) is increased from 0.3 to 0.6, the threshold gain at
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zero power crossing point thO 5 increased from O.0059cm1 to O.007cm1 and the extraction efficiency is increased from

0.74 to 0.78 while the maximum output power is increased from 23 kW to 54 kW, that is, almost 150%. Thus, an increase

of the yield of 02('zl) can make a great contribution to increasing the output power.

Fig. 8 shows variations of the output power, the 02('zi) yield, the intracavity optical intensity I and the saturation optical

intensity I with the distance downstream for different threshold gain gth, respectively. Fig. 8(a) shows that as the distance

increases, the increase of output power becomes slowly. The output powers increase rapidly at the entrance but almost

don't increase near the exit of the cavity. This conclusion is true for all threshold gains, but the higher the threshold gain

is, the less the output power is. Fig. 8(b) shows that near the entrance of cavity, the oxygen yields decrease much more

rapidly than that near the exit of the cavity. Furthermore, when the threshold gain is higher, more excited oxygen energy

stored in the gas flow medium will discharge out ofthe laser device as waste gas. Fig 8(c) shows that the optical intensity

decreases with the distance downstream and the lower the threshold gain is, the higher the optical intensity at the

entrance is and the more rapidly the optical intensity with the distance downstream decreases. The optical intensity is

decreased to a very small value near the exit of cavity, thus, the optical energy within the gas medium is difficult to be

extracted. In Fig. 8(d), the variation ofthe saturation optical intensity 1, with the distance downstream is similar to that of

the 02('zl) yield. The lower the threshold gain is, the lower the saturation optical intensity is, i.e. it is easier to reach

saturation. As the distance downstream increases, the saturation optical intensity approaches a certain value gradually

and the lower the threshold gain is, the lower the saturation optical intensity near the exit of the laser cavity seems to be.

5. CONCLUSION
A modified rate equation (RE) model is presented for performance analyses of a flowing chemical oxygen-iodine laser

( COIL). This model is utilized to a larger pressure range wherein both the condition of homogeneous broadening and

inhomogeneous broadening being of importance and the condition of inhomogeneous broadening being predominant
exist. The results agree well with experimental data and previous results. By simulating an experiment with a premixed

simplified flow model, present modified model considered the effects of pressure and frequency-shift on the power and

extraction efficiency of a COIL that haven't been done in the COIL before. From the calculation results, we can conclude

that the increase of pressure, temperature and frequency-shift will reduce the output power and extraction efficiency of

COIL, while an increase of the atomic iodine density can increase the output power and the extraction efficiency of the

COIL. Distributions of optical intensity and oxygen yield along the flow direction are presented and discussed.
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